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New – Vapormatic roller chain breakers 
 
Vapormatic is pleased to announce the introduction of two roller chain breakers and associated replacement parts which 
can be used with simplex or duplex chain. 
 
Providing an easy to use, quick and efficient method of breaking or splitting roller chain, these useful tools can be used 
in the workshop or in the field. 
 
Manufactured using hardened parts which provide longer life, these chain breakers have been tested and approved to 
ensure your demands are met. 
 

 
VLA1706     VLA1707  

  
*VLA1706 and VLA1707 are supplied with one replacement tip. 

 
Chain breaker VLA1706 VLA1707 

Suitable for AS chain 25-60 60-100 
Suitable for BS chain 1/4”  to 3/4” 3/4” to 1.1/4” 

Replacement tip VLA1708 VLA1709 
 

 
Operating instructions: 
 
1. Place the jaws of the tool over the side plate and under the roller with the chain breaker tip centred on the chain pin. 
2. Tighten down by turning the chain breaker top handle clockwise. The chain pin will be pushed through the plate.  

Tip: Be careful not to over tighten because the pin head will become burred and the plate will be difficult to lift off. 
3. Do the same on the second pin freeing the plate link from pins. 
4. The chain can now be disassembled. 
 
 

 
Please see the Vapormatic Power Transmission Range for all your belt, bearing and chain requirements at: 

https://www.vapormatic.co.uk/power-transmission/9546an6gsho 
 
 
 
 

All Vapormatic quality replacement parts carry an industry leading 12 month parts and labour 
warranty. For further information on specific items please visit www.vapormatic.com 
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